
CHARACTER 
CREATION

Some will run to you for help, others will try to blow 
a hole in your face simply for being a Hunter.



HUNT THE WICKED’S TONE
Hunt the Wicked is inspired by space opera and science fiction clas-
sics like Star Wars, Bladerunner, and Star Trek, but also by American 
Westerns, Samurai movies, pulp adventures over the last two cen-
turies, and even newer masterpieces like Guardians of the Galaxy 
and the Saga comic series. 

The intended tone is one of a mature, somewhat serious game, with 
some light comedic relief sprinkled throughout. It can of course be 
played a bit more tongue-in-cheek, but as a whole the subject mat-
ter of what it means to be a Bounty Hunter and sentient people 
ruled by an alien God Machine are at the core of gameplay. 

Your characters can be heroes, but shouldn’t be perfect, infallible, 
or overly “epic.” Instead, we should be drawn to what makes these 
characters interesting - what motivates them, their reasons for be-
coming a hunter, what they view as acceptable losses or the lines 
that can’t be crossed.
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BOUNTY HUNTERS
As large scale militaries and governments are deemed too danger-
ous by most (due to the Archon’s interference over the last milleni-
um), Bounty Hunters are given a great amount of authority, respect, 
and wealth to take down criminals, rebels, and other dissidents. 
Bounty Hunters are recognized by all (or nearly so) of the Archon’s 
colonies, and can demand payment from local authorities if a quarry 
is captured or killed.

The majority of the planets and systems within this sector of space 
require special permits and licensing to be obtained by each Hunter, 
but it is difficult to enforce and organize. More often than not, a 
small bribe or intimidating glare is enough to make a local magis-
trate look the other way. In certain free zones, often areas populat-
ed by massive space stations, Superlumes, and vagabond flotillas, 
Bounty Hunting is a much rougher and grittier business, often de-
volving to little better than blood sport or head hunting.

Every so often, the Archon will demand a particular individual be 
brought before it - sometimes to serve as a conduit, sometimes to 



OHBEN
A cluster of enormous asteroids that were once a planet, the Ohben 
system is filled primarily with large gas giants and two dwarf stars. It 
has actively engaged in occasionally violent attempts at secession 
from ixtabuyek and UVA control, and is commonly thought of as a 
wild frontier for Hunters and criminals alike. 

It is especially notable as one of the largest corporations in the UVA, 
the Pinnacle Group, engages in advanced weaponry and technol-
ogy development here. Some of the UVA’s most elite agents and 
soldiers are equipped with the top secret gear built in the Ohben 
system.

HOLOL
Holol was discovered within several thousand kilometers of an in-
tensely bright pulsar star, and appeared to be a perfectly spherical 
orb roughly the size of a common terrestrial planet. Many UVA re-
searchers and explorers thought it initially to be a smaller, dormant 
Archon - or a creature of the same species or origin - however after 
nearly a decade of careful observation, it was finally approached.

Once life forms were detected near it, the outer shell “opened” and 
revealed an amazingly constructed, inverted garden world. A mas-
sive urban metropolis had been built within, and yet there were no 
sentients living within the peculiar station. 

Three centuries later, it has been heavily populated by all three spe-
cies, and is a hotpoint of research and debate around other sapient 
and powerful entities that exist in the galaxy.

CHOWAK
The newest colony world of the ixtabuyek, Chowak is in the early 
stages of terraforming. Its atmosphere is caustic to most organic 
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YOU’RE A BOUNTY HUNTER— a tracker, gunman, warden, or as-
sassin — who trades bodies for cash. Are you trying to make the UVA 
a better place, or earn your fortune upon a mountain of corpses? Is 
Hunting a means to an end, or do you love the thrill of the chase it-
self, and the glory that comes from taking down an infamous quarry?

You’ll encounter friends and foes, bizarre creatures and foreign 
aliens, the weak, the strong, the innocent, the guilty, killers and kin-
dergarten teachers. It’ll be you, in the face of danger and death, that 
people will look to make the galaxy a safer place.

Some will run to you for help, others will try to blow a hole in your 
face simply for being a Hunter. You might’ve saved their dad from a 
crazy killer, got vengeance for their dead wife, or killed their father. 
Many good and law abiding citizens will fear you, and some will hate 
you simply for what you might be: someone that can legally kill.

OVERVIEW
Starting characters are generally freshly licensed Hunters. You’re 
talented and capable, you might have even had a successful ca-
reer as a cop, soldier, or mercenary, but now you’re traveling in the 
Bounty Hunting circles, and it is a different game than what you’re 
used to. 

Hunters are far better than your average UVA citizen, even than 
your typical thug or gun-runner. But you better be careful when you 
come across a trained and calculating killer - as you’re not invincible.
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IXTABAYEK 
Pronounced “icks-tah-buy-ehk”. Semi-amorphous pentapods, with 
a combination of prehensile, retractable tentacles and hard-tissue 
bone-like structures. They have a long and thin body, elongated 
necks, and five spindly limbs that grow more malleable and amor-
phous toward the ends, allowing them to manipulate practically any 
mechanism or interface with ease. 

Their heads appear insectoid to most Earthlings, with a three-part 
eye comprised of hundreds of hexagonal facets, a series of small 
tentacles and teeth used for consuming food, and thick, rigid tubes 
that connect the head to various points on the neck.

Ixtabayek are amphibious and can breathe comfortably in water or 
air, as well as change their somewhat translucent bodies to cam-
ouflage with their surroundings. An ixtabayek presenting itself in 
translucent form is considered a sign of trust and intimacy.
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However, robots and vehicles don’t earn Motivation Dice, so instead 
they make use of multiple Talents. Robots and Vehicles that have 
weapons or abilities smaller or larger in terms of scale than a char-
acter (such as a microscopic robot or a large ship cannon) don’t gain 
any extra dice or advantage to their rolls.

Instead, the larger or smaller robots and vehicles have a modified 
Scale, which multiplies the number of successes (or Severity, in 
the case of NPCs) to determine effect. For example, a ship blasts a 
group of ground troops. The ship’s auto cannons roll Coordination 
to see if they hit, which for this ship is 2D. It rolls, and gets 1 success. 
Since the ship cannons are five times the scale of the ground troops, 
that single success translates to 5 Successes to determine damage 
(1 base success x 5 Scale = 5).

Larger scale equipment or vehicles multiply their successes.

The more Talents and Skill Advances a robot or vehicle has, the high-
er quality it is. Most standard equipment has the same four Array 
options for skills (with the default still being 1 Gifted, 1 Competent, 5 
Adequate, and 1 Bad.)

Additionally, Hunter owned and operated equipment or robots can 
be built using the above Equipment rules - simply operating at a 
larger scale. Specific pod or vehicle level equipment can be created, 
which generally allow permission to attempt certain actions (such as 
scanners to attempt an Awareness roll against a hidden enemy), or 
provide additional effect due to their larger scale (such as weapons).

SPACECRAFT
Spacecraft in the UVA have not been able to exceed light speed. In 
other words, it takes a very very very long time to travel within the 
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FACTION MOTIVATION
Factions can be Motivated either by the Bounty Hunter Motivation, 
or by the five more streamlined Faction Motivations below. A fac-
tion driven like a Hunter should be a Faction comprised mostly of 
Hunters. 

These Motivations (and their corresponding Maneuvers) are better 
suited to most Factions, especially those that aren’t strictly com-
prised of Hunters. Each Faction selects two Motivations. 

I. Competence

II. Esteem

III. Power

IV. Unity

V. Wealth

COMPETENCE 
The pursuit of personal or faction improvement. Academies, mar-
tial arts temples, universities, and similar institutions are driven by 
Competence. 




